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How long have you been with L2B? I have been with L2B for 5 years now. I started my journey as an
Accounts Executive. A couple years on I really found L2Q fascinating and such a useful tool for main
contractors. Work smart, not hard as I tell contractors.

Give us insight into your day to day? I try and start my day nice and early. With a coffee and phone
in hand see where I'm off to for the day. Most of my time is spent visiting new clients and training,
visiting existing client. To make sure they are using the site correctly and getting the most out of L2B.

What do you enjoy most about your job? The thing I enjoy the most out my job is getting to meet
new people everyday. Learning about their company, products or service. Always find it very
interesting.

What is the best career lesson you’ve learned so far? Definitely to never judge a book by its
cover.

What is your biggest achievement to date?

Firstly for me it was winning the most improved award

and most recent been given the opportunity to promote L2Q.

Highlights from your time at L2B so far? My highlight for sure are our amazing Golf days. I still have
clients talking out the L2B Golf Day!

Three words to best describe you: Ambitious, hard-working and people-orientated.
How do you define success? I believe that success is all about balance. A balance between being
successful at work and keeping your family happy in the process. Success is not just measure by your
bank balance.

What do you like to do when you aren’t working? Spend time with my family and friends. We love
a weekend away to a new adventure.

What’s something most people don’t know about you? Most people don’t know but I'm petrified
of the dark.

Do you have a favourite website/blog/app? Well my favourite app for sure is Facebook. Keeps me
up to date with friends, news and what is happening with the world around me.

How do you balance your career and family? Put all my effort into the work I do ending off my day
successful relays that success to my family and when I get home all my time is then spent with family.

Favourite song: Ed Sheeren - Shivers
Favourite movie: Charlie and The Chocolate Factory (Big Johnny Depp fan)
What did 2020 teach you? To appreciate the smaller things in life that we take for granted. Like
having a social braai with friends and family.
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